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Disclaimer 
 
 
The given White Paper document has been formulated to present the BitsApp ICO project to potential 
participants of the platform and those interested in contributing to its development. The information set out below 
may not be exhaustive and does not imply any contractual relationship.  
 
Its sole purpose is to provide information to potential Token holders, so they may determine whether they are 
willing to analyze the company with the intent of acquiring BitsApp Tokens. 
 
The given document is not composed in accordance with, nor subject to, any laws or regulations of any 
jurisdiction aimed at protecting contributors. 
 
Certain statements, estimates, and financial information contained in the given White Paper constitutes forward-
looking statements. Such forward-looking statements or information deem risks and uncertainties, which may 
cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or results implied or expressed in such 
forward-looking statements. 
 
The given English language White Paper is the primary and sole official source of information about the BitsApp 
project and its Token launch.  
 
The information contained herein may be translated into other languages or used for establishing written or 
verbal communication channels with potential partners or contributors of the project. As a result of translation, 
some information contained herein may be omitted, corrupted, or misrepresented.  
 
In the event of inconsistencies between any translations or communications and the given official English 
language White Paper, the provisions of the given English language original document shall hold primary status 
and prevail. 
 
BitsApp ICO reserves the right to introduce changes to the given White Paper. In the case of a difference or 
differenes between the versions of the document, the lastest version of the White Paper published on the 
bitsappico.com website shall prevail, and all previously published versions are considered to be invalid in all their 
iterations and representations. 
 
The information contained in this Whitepaper and on www.bitsappico.com are of descriptive nature only, are not 
binding and do not form part of the terms and conditions of the Token generation event (hereinafter known as the 
“Terms”). In particular, you should be advised that the purchase of BitsApp Tokens may involve high risks. 
Please refer to the risks section in the Terms for more information.  
 
Before purchasing any BitsApp Tokens, please ensure you are capable of offering official representation and 
warranties, specified in the respective sections of the Terms. 
 
Any distribution, public or otherwise, of the given document and the offer and/or sale of BitsApp Tokens may be 
restricted by law in some jurisdictions.  
 
We do not and cannot provide guarantees and disclaim any liability that the above-mentioned conditions shall be 
fulfilled. It is the sole responsibility of the reader and potential participant or contributor to ensure that 
participation in the Token Sale is not prohibited under the applicable laws of said participant’s or contributor’s 
country of residence or domicile. 
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Executive Summary 
 
  
The cold truth about startups is that nine out of ten startups will fail. This is a hard and bleak truth, but one that 
you’d do well to meditate on. Entrepreneurs may even want to write their failure post-mortem before they launch 
their business.   
 
Fortune reported the “top reason” that startups fail: “They make products no one wants.” A careful survey of 
failed startups determined that 42% of them identified the “lack of a market need for their product” as the single 
biggest reason for their failure. 
 
 
If you’re going to spend your time making a product, then spend your time making sure it’s the right product for 
the right market. 
 
An under-the-hood look at a startup makes it clear. They overlook key aspects of business process and the 
“boring stuff.” The CEO thinks, “It’s my job to lead.” The CMO thinks, “It’s my job to market.” The lead developer 
thinks, “It’s my job to code.” 
 
But a startup can’t segment its responsibilities like that. Things are far more organic in a startup, meaning that 
roles and responsibilities will overlap. Small things can turn into large things. Some of the most important 
components of a startup are those pesky issues of business process, business model, and scalability. 
Successful entrepreneurs understand that they must work on their business, not in their business. Getting caught 
up in the minutiae of presentations, phone calls, meetings, and emails can distract the entrepreneur from the 
heart of the business. 
 
Every startup is backed by a team of people. The more versatile that team, the better chance they have of 
succeeding. 
 
“Versatility” is often viewed in a limited sense, that of possessing more than one skill or talent. Versatility in the 
startup environment involves much more than someone’s skillset. It involves mindset.  
 
Startup teams must possess the ability to change products, adjust to different compensation plans, take up a 
new marketing approach, shift industries, rebrand the business, or even tear down a business and start all over 
again. 
 
It’s all about recovering from blows.  
Teams that can, recover together, also possess the unique trait of harmoniously working together through tough 
times. 
 
BitsApp ICO proposes to solve these problems by combining all the advantages of experienced entrepeneurs 
and succcessful business owners and utilising our Ethical Investment Equity program, this program’s focus will 
be on the private sector investkments in start-ups that have the same difficulty as every entrepreneur, finding 
capital to fund their eco friendly projects, and the guidance and expertise to grow their business and implement 
their solutions so that they do not become just another statistic. 
 
Through this approach, BitsApp ICO provides a transition from the average start up business to a successful 
corporation. 
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Introduction 
 
 
 

In our view, there are fundamentally two different types of currencies: the ones that deal with fiat currency (Local 
Government currency example: Rand/Dollar) and the ones that deal purely in crypto.  
 
It is the latter one that we will focus on. We strongly believe that pure crypto exchanges will be bigger, many 
times bigger, than fiat based exchanges in the near future.  
 
With your help, BitsAppICO will build a world-class crypto exchange, powering the future of African small to 
medium start-up enterprises through Equity investment  
 
The Entrepreneur start-up program is professional supported by the experienced management intervention and 
coaching organization SOS4BUSINESS (Pty) Ltd. 
 
 
 
 
 

Problems 
 
 
 

Poor Technical Architecture 
 
Many exchanges are “put together quickly”, by good tech people, but who have little or no experience in finance 
or in operating an exchange. They often choose the simplest approach to get the system up and running. While 
this may work well in the beginning, as traffic grows, the system will not able to handle the increased load. 
Exchange systems need to be engineered from the ground up with security, efficiency, speed, and scalability in 
mind. This often slows down the initial development, but is critical for long-term success. 
 
Our team has decades of combined experience building and maintaining world class financial systems that 
shape the economy. We understand how these systems are built from the ground up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Insecure platforms 
 
 
There are hundreds of exchanges that went down due to being hacked. 
 
BitsApp exchange is built to high standards, and thoroughly security tested. We have experience building 
blockchain based systems to the highest security standards and strive to ensure security first.  
BitsApp is also the first exchange to offer you Insurance on your investments, giving you even more security, and 
higher faith in us. 
 
BitsApp’s team have been in the crypto industry for many years. The team has worked on and operated many 
blockchains and have accumulated a large network of partners in this space.  
 
Traditional start-ups suffer the inevitable insecurity of convincing equity investment without personal security 
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prohibiting further growth. 
 
 

Poor Customer Service 
 
Traders are a different breed when it comes to users. Understanding the trader mentality is vital for running a 
successful exchange. Money is literally on-the-line. Many exchanges service traders as if they were running a 
social media site. A 3-second delay in seeing your friends’ status update would hardly be noticed, but on an 
exchange, the same would be unacceptable, resulting in a torrent of user complaints. 
 
In additional to the technology stack, BitsApp is built with service in mind. BitsApp shares support responsibilities 
across the entire staff and company. When a trader has a problem, they get an answer directly from a dedicated 
individual who knows the system and not a call centre agent. 
 
 
 

Poor implementation and usage of funds 
 
Most exchanges focus only on one goal, making money.  
 
We believe in giving back, and in saying that we aim to invest in growing Africa, growing the community and the 
African economy in assisting small to medium enterprises overcome the bureaucratic hurdles inhibiting access to 
funds. 
 
And with full management and mentoring ensuring success and rollout of business plan and successful adoption 
of offering into businesses and geographically alike. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BitsApp Exchange 
 
 
 

Founded in 2017, BitsApp Exchange is a wallet, an exchange, and a set of tools for merchants, all built 

on the same platform. Most consider it to be the blue-chip among crypto platforms. Users can buy, sell, 

store, and trade tokens, 

 

Our  high-yielding masternodes can sustain 1,000,000 orders / second, making BitsApp Exchange one 

of the fastest exchanges in the market today. You can be certain, on our exchange, that your orders will 

never be stuck due to the matching facilities being overwhelmed. 

 

When a transaction is sent to the network, the group of masternodes verifies the transaction. If a 
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consensus is reached on the validity of the transaction, block is inserted into the blockchain, which 

significantly increases transaction speed compared to conventional systems 

 

Some exchanges are better suited to less experienced traders and retail investors, while some are 

geared towards institutions or full-time traders, we are geared for both. 

 

The platform also issues its own token, the BitsApp Token Coin (BACI), which gives users a discount 

on trading fees. 

 

Each upgrade to the platform brings will have revolutionary features added to the 

marketplace. 

 

Implementing the proper strategy for BitsApp Exchange placement throughout the country is vital to the 

efficiency of the platform.  

The product obviously benefits the customers using their BACI for trading transactions. 

 

Choosing BitsApp Exchange simply means selecting your next trade at a better price on 

www.bitsapp.co.za, resulting in an easier process. BitsApp does not reinvent the 

wheel. It just installs wheels on a very modern engine (Blockchain) 

 

The current process for selling and buying crypto is functional but remains slow. 

BitsApp Exchange has forged a process to make crypto trading, transparent, and cost effective. 

 

To increase security and data transfer speed, technological features will allow you to make transactions 

instantly with the lowest fees possible 

 

Our goal is to bring the blockchain closer to people, make use of its infrastructure 

as simple and clear as possible, Internet business to create the most comfortable 

conditions for using cryptocurrencies 

 

        The Liquidity Conundrum 
 
 

One of the biggest stumbling blocks for new Exchanges is the issue around Liquidity. Exchanges are 

only as good as the Liquidity they provide to enable traders or miners the ability to sell or buy coins 

within a healthy trading environment. Liquidity ensures buy and sell orders don’t stagnate on the books, 

and also allows for greater price discovery for the respective coin markets. 

 

The Liquidity Solution 

 

Granted liquidity is directly tied to the supply and demand of any given coin at a point In time. But why 

would you want multiple exchange accounts, across multiple platforms to chase the liquidity? With the 

Bitsapp Trading Platform, Bitsapp does the Liquidity hunt for you. Matchmaking orders across 

exchanges through a single pane for the user. Ensuring the best spread, at the best price, with the best 

liquidity. 
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Speed 

 

The Bitsapp Platform utilises HFT Algorithms (High Frequency Trading) that were designed and 

implemented in traditional stock exchange environments. These algorithms allow users to trade through a 

single pane view, with significant speed. Price information, movements and order books updated in real time 

to ensure the best exchange experience in the market today. 

 

The Bitsapp Platform has been entirely coded in Python. Which makes it incredibly scaleable and fast. 

This also assists in driving the HFT Algos and cross exchange price discovery. Its plain to see the incredible 

benefits of coding in PYTHON. 

Not only does it create a fast environment to trade in, it enables various trading abilities to be executed 
timeously. Trading abilities such as Trailing Stop orders, Take Profit Orders, in depth charting and many more. 
 

     Liquidity Pool 
 
 Traditionally ICO’s have been all about raising funds for the founders. Which is fair to a point. However they 
have never put the money raised to actual use for the greater good of the users of their products. At Bitsapp the 
funds raised within the ICO will go directly into a liquidity pool on the order books. This will ensure a significant 
amount of liquidity on-exchange for the multiple trading pairs from the outset. Coupled with the Cross exchange 
Liquidity Solution, users of the Bitsapp platform will have a first class experience from the outset. 
 
     Location & Security 
 
The Bitsapp Exchange servers are hosted in multiple locations, Therefore not having a single point of failure or 
attack vector. With high speed replication across locations, and High Availability of all servers, ensures maximum 
uptime, increased security not only for the exchange but for the users funds at all times. 
 
All user information is encrypted across the multiple sites, and funds are stored in air-gapped cold wallets. The 
confidentiality of our users information and the securing of the funds is of utmost priority. 

 

 

 

Coins 
 

BitsApp Exchange will support trading pairs in the following coins: 
 

 BTC 

 BCH 

 BTG 

 ETH 

 LTC 

 NMC 

 XRP 

 BACI (BitsApp Token Coin) 
 

More coins will be added over time. We generally will only add coins that have strong credibility, user base, 
and liquidity. If you have a coin that you wish to be listed on BitsApp Exchange later, participating in our ICO 
will help. 
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Device Coverage 
 
We will provide cross-platform trading clients for: 
 
● Web-based trading client 
● Android native client 
● iOS native client 
● Mobile HTML5 client  
● PC (Windows) native client 
● REST API 
 
 

Revenue Model 
 
BitsApp Exhange revenue will come from the following sources: 
 
 

Source Description 
  

Exchange Fee BitsApp initially will charge a 1.0% fixed fee per trade. Other 

 variations will be subsequently introduced, including 

 maker-taker, volume-based tiering and 0 fee promotions. 

 
We have no plan to charge above 1.0%. 
When using BACI to pay for fee a 50% discount will apply. 

  

Withdrawal Fee Varies on method of withdrawal. 
  

Listing Fee 
BitsApp Exchange will select innovative coins and other assets 
to be 

 listed on the exchange, there may be a fee associated with 

 those listings. 
  

  

Other Fees There may be other fees the platform may collect for various 

 services such as automated algorithmic order etc. 

  

  
  

 
              BitsApp Token Coin (BACI) 
 
We will issue our token coin, called the BitsApp Token Coin. A strict limit of BACI will be created, never to be 
increased. BACI will run natively on the Ethereum blockchain with ERC 20 
 
Allocation 
 

% Amount (BAC) Participant 
   

62.50% 2,500,000 ICO 
   

25% 1,000,000 Founding Team, Post Burning 
   

12.5%     500,000 Angel investors 
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**use graph at bottom of page 
 
     ICO 
 
The ICO will be done in ETH only,  
 
      ICO Schedule 
 
All times below are Central African Time (CAT) 
 

Date Task 
  

2018/07/19 Confirmed start of the BitsApp ICO project 
  

2018/07/27 Initial draft white paper completed, circulated to potential angel 

 investors 
  

2020/07/02 Announce BitsApp ICO plan, and release whitepaper to general 

 public 
  

2020/07/03 ICO starts (platforms will be announced soon) 
  

2020/07/04 bitsappico.com release v0.1 go live, active trading begins 
  

2020/10/03 ICO finishes, or whenever the coins are sold out 
  

 
 
ICO will start from 12am July 3rd 2020, investors can purchase BACI tokens in 3 phases on a first-come, first-
served basis until 3,000,000 tokens are sold. As each new phase starts, the price will increase. 
 
Investors will receive BACI tokens within 48 hours after confirmation of receipt of investment. 
 
 
 
       BACI Value & Repurchasing Plan 
 
You can use BACI to pay for any fees on our platform, including but not limited to: 
 
● Exchange fees 
● Withdraw fees 
● Listing fees 
● Any other fee 
 
When you use BACI to pay for fees, you will receive a significant discount: 
 

 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 
      

Discount Rate 50% 25% 12.5% 6.75% no discount 
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   Roadmap 
 
 
 
2016  

 Concept originated 

 Identified requirements  
 
2017 – 2019 

 Idea conceptionalised  

 FSCA (Financial Services Control Authority) Application 

 Partners Fund investment for Exchange development 

 Blockchain network programming 

 Exchange White Paper 

 Exchange testing 

 App development 

 Investigation into UAE expansion 

 Web development 

 ICO Whitepaper First Draft 

 BACI Registered on ETH blockchain 
 
2020 

 BitsApp ICO funds commissioned by partners  

 Offices design and layout 

 ICO Website and Wallet Creation 

 Business Plan finalisation  

 ICO Whitepaper Final Draft 
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    Funds Usage 
 
● 5% of the funds will be used to build the BitsApp exchange platform and perform upgrades to the 

system, which includes team recruiting, training, and the development budget. 
 
● 80% of the funds will be used as Equity Investment in small to medium start-up enterprises, making a 

difference in Africa for Africa. 
 
● 5% will be used for BitsApp ICO branding and marketing, including continuous promotion and education 

of BitsApp ICO and blockchain innovations in industry mediums. A sufficient budget for various 
advertisement activities, to help BitsApp ICO become popular among investors, and to attract active 
users to the platform. 

 
● 10% will be kept in reserve to cope with any emergency or unexpected situation that might come up. 
 
 
 
      Risks 
 
Cryptocurrencies are faced with the adoption of new laws around the world, regulating their turnover. New laws 
do not bypass and carry out token sale, which were also subject to regulation. Sonder warns participants that, we 
are not responsible for possible changes in the project in the event of a possible restrictions on the activities of 
cryptocurrency projects and token sale of various jurisdictions 
 
At this moment, block chain technology is still innovative and has not yet been subjected to technical and legal 
settlements.  
 
The BACI team is not responsible for the possible adoption by any country world laws in the field of regulation of 
blockchain technology, which are negative will affect the development of the project or the entire crypto currency 
industry. 
 
Investments in start-ups, cryptocurrencies and various token sales are considered high-risk. Buying BACI tokens 
does not guarantee you income and you can incur losses. 
 
There are many risks involved in running an exchange. We understand this and have the skills, experience, 
contingency and leadership to overcome them. 
 
 
Responsibility 
 
This document is intended only for the provision of information and the foregoing information or analysis is not a 
call to invest. This document is not an investment proposal and is not act of sale or any other call for the 
purchase and sale of valuable securities, as well as any other form of contract or obligation.  
 
Members should understand all the risks associated with the cryptocurrency industry and the BACI project and 
taking part in token sale means that they understand and accept the risks 

1. This document provides all the basic information about the project BACI for a holistic 
understanding of the idea, the principle of work and the goals set and tasks. This is not a guide 
for any investments in future, nor another form of contract and obligation. 

2. Taking part in the project token distribution plan means that the participant understands and 
accepts risks of the project and is ready to bear personal responsibility for all the 
consequences. 

3. Due to various kinds of uncertainties of digital currencies in our time, associated with the 
immaturity of the market in this industry, the regulation of various countries and many technical 
loopholes in digital currencies, the BACI team openly declares that it does not guarantee the 
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successful development of the project and the return of your means spent on buying tokens. 
4. TOKEN, participating in the project, is encrypted the digital code used in the transaction 

references. It does not represent share in the company, is not a contract or any kind of 
securities. 

5. Although the team will make every effort to resolve the possible problems, we cannot 
guarantee the confident success of the project. The project has certain risk of failure and the 
TOKEN project, also has a risk of a return to zero 

 
 
        
Market Competition 
 
We know this will be a highly competitive space. There are hundreds, if not thousands of teams wanting, 
planning or doing exchanges. Competition will be fierce. But in this age, this is a common risk in any decent 
concept/start-up or mature company.  
 
Many crypto exchanges have failed due to poor security procedures. Most security breaches could have been 
prevented by taking simple precautions to protect critical resources.  
 
Our team has developed BitsApp with security as the foremost concern in their minds. We strive to ensure that 
we have followed all the industry best practices when it comes to securing infrastructure and data including, Cold 
Storage, Insurance Military grade encryption, ISO/IEC 27001:20132 and the Cryptocurrency Security Standard 
(CCSS)3.  
 
There is no question: given our team, track record, experience, industry resources, and product, you should 
believe in what we stand for, and we will better than the rest of the pack.  
Should you invest? If yes, then join our ICO. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


